
Most Wanted Men'sHoliday Gift Guide

   ·   

Top-rated, bestselling styles for men. 
Click or tap image to shop.

GEMSTONE GUN CUFFLINKS
Bring out their inner cowboy, $495

FACETED SAPPHIRE BRACELET
A sleek companion for a wristwatch. $295

LEATHER COLLAR STAY PACK
Just say no to plastic collar stays. $175

ONYX ETCHED FORMAL SET
Trust us, they'll keep this set in rotation. $945

Articulated jaws add playful bite to any look. Perfect for sharks in the boardroom, card sharks, or
anyone unafraid to make a splash. $450

R

MOVING SHARK CUFFLINKS

ONYX GOLF CLUB CUFFLINKS
Pairs well with any jacket- green or not. $450

https://www.janleslie.com/products/faceted-gemstone-bracelet-on-pull-cord-with-sterling-silver-spacers?_pos=1&_psq=sapphire&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/gun-cuff-links?_pos=1&_psq=gun&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/collections/tuxedo-cuff-links-and-studs/products/onyx-screw-cuff-links-and-studs
https://www.janleslie.com/products/shark-jaw-cufflinks?_pos=3&_psq=shark&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/golf-bag-club-cufflinks?_pos=3&_psq=golf&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/collar-stays-and-leather-case-combination?_pos=1&_psq=leather-collar&_ss=e&_v=1.0


Most Wanted Women'sHoliday Gift Guide

   ·   

Top-rated & bestselling styles for women. 
Click or tap image to shop.

NEON PINK FAN NECKLACE
Mother of pearl gemstones add opalescence
to this neon statement necklace. $450

GOLD BALL CHAIN EAR CUFF
Can be worn on its own or layered with
her favorite earrings. $375

STRIPE GUMMY BEAR RING
Add joy to their wardrobe with this
cheerful gummy bear ring. $295

LAPIS KOI HOOP EARRINGS
Bold blue lapis adds intrigue to a classic pair
of gold hoops. $490

HEAVEN EARRINGS
Moonstones and diamonds set on 18k gold
travel effortlessly from day to night. $4000

Hand painted enamel & genuine gemstones add color & shine to these IG-worthy stackable
bangles. Choose their favorite color or an assortment to mix, match, & play with. $395

R

STACKABLE STRIPE BANGLES

https://www.janleslie.com/products/fan-gemstone-inlay-pendant-18k-gold-vermeil-925-sterling-silver-womens-necklace?variant=36755727810722
https://www.janleslie.com/products/stripe-gemstone-and-hand-painted-enamel-925-sterling-silver-stackable-bangle-bracelet?_pos=1&_psq=bangle-stripe&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/adjustable-ear-cuff-925-sterling-silver-earring-with-chain?variant=36065760379042
https://www.janleslie.com/products/st-moritz-18k-gold-one-of-a-kind-earrings?_pos=1&_sid=d41d1aabd&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/single-gummy-bear-sterling-silver-ring-with-18k-gold-vermeil?variant=35107845177506
https://www.janleslie.com/products/koi-cascade-gemstone-925-sterling-silver-hoop-earring?variant=36717016055970


Cufflink CollectorHoliday Gift Guide

   ·   

Conversation starters and one-of-a-kind pieces for the man who has almost everything.
Click or tap image to shop.

CANNABIS CUFFLINKS
This hand painted pair is a surefire way to
spark conversation. $450

RECORD PLAYER CUFFLINKS
With onyx discs & wood inlay, old
school never looked so cool, $695

ROAD HOG CUFFLINKS
A perfect gift for anyone with a sense
of humor and a bit of an edge,  $495

BURGER & FRIES CUFFLINKS
Gemstones & 24k Vermeil elevate this classic
combo.  $695

MOVING CHEETAH CUFFLINKS
These artfully  handcrafted cufflinks are the
antithesis of fast fashion, $595

Also known as "Detroit agate", Fordite is an increasingly rare stone. Only found in USA
automobile Corvette Car manufacturing plants, these one-of-a-kind gems are the byproduct of
paint used on vintage cars. $995

R

FORDITE CUFFLINKS

https://www.janleslie.com/products/spinning-record-player-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=record&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/green-enamel-cannabis-leaf-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=2&_psq=cannabis&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/british-racing-green-sterling-silver-road-hog-cufflinks?_pos=2&_psq=road-hog&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/gemstone-hamburger-and-24k-gold-vermeil-french-fries-925-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=2&_sid=23187872f&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/british-racing-green-sterling-silver-road-hog-cufflinks?_pos=2&_psq=road-hog&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/moving-cheetah-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=cheetah&_ss=e&_v=1.0


Christmas CheerHoliday Gift Guide

   ·   

Gifts for the one who had their tree up the day after Thanksgiving. 
Click or tap image to shop.

PEPPERMINT CANDY CUFFLINKS
Mother of pearl and hand painted red
enamel are a refreshing combo, $395

SANTA CUFFLINKS
With hand painted detail, old Saint Nick
never looked so good, $495

CHRISTMAS TREE CUFFLINKS
The perfect pair for rockin' around
the Christmas tree. $395

Marcasite, mother of pearl, and 24k detail make this playful penguin formal set especially
luxurious. We love it for winter, but it's a bestseller year-round. $1445

R

GEMSTONE PENGUIN FORMAL SET MOVING SKIER CUFFLINKS
A stylish way to capture the spirit of the
slopes.  $450

WINTER POLAR BEAR CUFFLNKS
What's more whimsical & fun than a
snowball fight? $495

https://www.janleslie.com/products/peppermint-hard-candy-cufflinks?_pos=2&_psq=candy&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/santa-claus-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=santa&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/christmas-tree-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=christmas&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/gemstone-penguin-tuxedo-studs?_pos=1&_sid=165a02ff8&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/polar-bear-with-snowball-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=polar&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/skier-moving-cuff-links?_pos=1&_psq=ski&_ss=e&_v=1.0


New Year's EveHoliday Gift Guide

   ·   

Help them light up their Zoom party & dress for the year they want.
Click or tap image to shop.

DOUBLE FAN GEMSTONE RING
A Gatsby-worthy silhouette, perfect for
the roaring 2020's. $350

BLUE GOLDSTONE CBD PIPE
This glittering gemstone pipe is the
perfect gift for the life of the party,  $95

MONT BLANC EARRINGS
One of a kind earrings for a glamorous
new year. $4500

PYRITE METEOR CUFFLINKS
Everyone could use a dash of flash and a
one-of-a-kind accessory $695

SNOWFLAKE OBSIDIAN BRACELET
Snowflake obsidian wards off negative energy,
Kinda wish we wore this last NYE... $195

The ultimate formal set for celebrations. Here's to popping bottles together in person in 2021!
$1245

FOR HER

CHAMPAGNE BUCKET FORMAL SET

https://www.janleslie.com/products/fan-gemstone-enamel-18k-vermeil-925-sterling-silver-double-womens-ring?_pos=1&_sid=c513b3bb3&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/matte-snowflake-obsidian-power-stone?_pos=1&_psq=snowfl&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/pyrite-meteor-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=pyrite&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/champagne-bucket-cufflinks-and-tuxedo-studs?_pos=2&_sid=16c36132d&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/blue-goldstone-gemstone-pipe?_pos=1&_psq=blue-goldstone&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/mont-blanc-18k-gold-one-of-a-kind-earrings?_pos=7&_sid=4c89938e7&_ss=r


$199

$99

$95

$125

$195

Stocking StuffersHoliday Gift Guide

   ·   

Make the season bright with fan-favorite styles, all under $200.
Click or tap image to shop.

KOI PETAL STUD EARRINGS
You can never go wrong with a pair of
gold earrings.

AMETHYST ROSE NECKLACE
Finally, a rose you don't have to water.

GEMSTONE CBD PIPE IN
OPALINE
Give them a stress-free holiday.

BRASS COLLAR STAYS
Nothing more manly than a stiff collar.

ROARING TIGER CUFFLINKS
Bring out his animal magnetism.

Luxe leather and a magnet clasp are the perfect marriage of fashion & function. 

FOR HER

MAGNETIC LEATHER BRACELETS

$30

https://www.janleslie.com/products/koi-cascade-gemstone-inlay-petal-925-stud-sterling-silver-earrings?_pos=1&_sid=2a6196f51&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/opaline-gemstone-pipe?_pos=1&_psq=opaline&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/roaring-tiger-silhouette-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=3&_sid=d73004342&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/search?type=product%2Carticle%2Cpage&q=bracelet+magnet
https://www.janleslie.com/products/black-onyx-rose-pendant?_pos=2&_sid=4ef7e8633&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/brass-stay-stiff-collar-stays?_pos=1&_psq=collar-stay&_ss=e&_v=1.0


AK AZ

CA CT

DE FL

CO

GA

AR

Moving Skier Cufflinks
Pay tribute to Colorado's
legendary slopes. $450

Holiday Gifts Guide

Astronaut + Rocket Cufflinks 
Celebrate the birthplace of the

space race. $595

Faceted Labradorite Cufflinks
Labradorite's iridescence evokes

Aurora Borealis. $695

Antelope Canyon Earrings
One-of-a-kind earrings inspired

by Antelope Canyon. $6000

Rainbow Fluorite Carved Pipe
Perfect for a state that's always

ahead of the curve. $495

Soft Square Gemstone Cufflinks
Timeless, elegant, Ivy League

style. $495

Flag Lapel Pin
A healthy dose of Patriotism for

the famous first state. $295

Abalone Crocodile Cufflinks

Wild style with just the right

amount of bite. $450  

Fan Gemstone Pendant Necklace
Glamourous, sweet, and perfect for

a Southern Belle. $450

Bring home to them with our state-inspired gift curation.
Click or tap image to shop. 

Home for the
Holidays

Gunmetal  Diamond Cufflinks
Diamond cufflinks for the home

of Diamond State Park. $1500

AL

https://www.janleslie.com/products/shuttle-astronaut-bobble-head-925-sterling-silver-mother-of-pearl-gemstone-cufflinks?_pos=3&_psq=ast&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/faceted-round-labradorite-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=6&_sid=5fe56dd3e&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/antelope-canyon-18k-gold-one-of-a-kind-earrings?_pos=1&_psq=antelope-canyon&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/carved-rainbow-fluorite-gemstone-skull-pipe-with-serpentine-twist?_pos=3&_psq=rainbow-fluorite&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/gemstone-soft-square-with-hand-painted-frame-and-texture-detail-925-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=5&_sid=7e9d65284&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/american-flag-sterling-silver-lapel-pin?_pos=1&_sid=9192677e8&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/gemstone-crocodile-cuff-links-1?_pos=1&_psq=gemstone-crocodile&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/skier-moving-cuff-links?_pos=1&_psq=ski&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/fan-gemstone-inlay-pendant-18k-gold-vermeil-925-sterling-silver-womens-necklace?_pos=1&_psq=fan-pendant&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://uv2qzt8r9mflmo5f-2419237.shopifypreview.com/products/sandblasted-gunmetal-soft-square-925-sterling-silver-cufflinks-with-diamonds?_pos=4&_sid=cca67ed4d&_ss=r


HI ID IL

IN KS

KY LA

IA

24k Vermeil Revolver Cufflinks
Cowboy style for the birthplace

of John Wayne. $595

Holiday Gifts Guide

Hula Dancer Cufflinks 
Say Aloha to a sunny pair of

cufflinks. $695

Rocky Mountain Earrings
Inspired by the mountain air

and rugged terrain. $695

Guilty/Not Guilty Cufflinks
Perfect for the home of Abe
Lincoln & Al Capone. $450

Formula One Race Car Cufflinks
In honor of the iconic Indy 500

race. $450

Rainbow Orb Ring
Somewhere over the

rainbow... $595

Horse & Jockey Lapel Pin
It's never too early to get ready

for Derby day. $195

Malachite Guitar Cufflinks

Pay tribute to the rich musical

history of New Orleans. $450  

Moving Lobster Cufflinks
What's  better than a Maine lobster

roll? $450

Bring home to them with our state-inspired gift curation.
Click or tap image to shop. 

Home for the
Holidays

ME

https://www.janleslie.com/products/dancing-hula-girl-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=hula&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/rocky-mountain-18k-gold-one-of-a-kind-earrings?_pos=1&_psq=rocky&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/lawyer-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=guilty&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/formula-one-race-car-cuff-links?_pos=1&_psq=formul&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/orb-mother-of-pearl-gemstone-and-enamel-18k-gold-vermeil-925-sterling-silver-ring?_pos=1&_sid=2f85bd450&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/horse-and-jockey-lapel-pin-1?_pos=1&_psq=horse-jockey&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/guitar-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=guitar&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/wood-inlay-gun-with-24k-vermeil-bullet-sterling-silver-cufflinks-2?_pos=2&_psq=gun-cufflinks&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/lobster-cuff-links?_pos=1&_psq=lobs&_ss=e&_v=1.0


MA MI

NE

MN

MD

MS MO

NV

Moving Bear Cufflinks
An homage to the birthplace

of the teddy bear. $525

Holiday Gifts Guide

Hot Air Balloon Cufflinks 
This innovative state launched
the first hot air balloon. $895

Four Leaf Clover Cufflinks
Ideal for the state's

superstitious sports fans. $525

Fordite Cufflinks
One-of-a-kind Detroit Agate

cufflinks. $995

Boat Spinner Cufflinks
Is there anyone in Minnesota

who doesn't have a boat? $495

Hand Painted Oar Tie Bar 
Grab a paddle! Missouri translates

to "people with canoes". $295

Carved Amber Bee Cufflinks

In honor of the official state

insect, the honey bee. $450  

Poker Chip Carousel Cufflinks
Danny Ocean would love these lux,
Las Vegas-friendly cufflinks. $895

Bring home to them with our state-inspired gift curation.
Click or tap image to shop. 

Home for the
Holidays

MT

6mm Snowflake Obsidian Bracelet
A sleek tribute to the state's

legendary snowy peaks. $125

https://www.janleslie.com/products/four-leaf-clover-cufflinks?_pos=3&_psq=clove&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/corvette-fordite-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=fordite&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/ships-telegraph-with-moving-dial-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=boat-spin&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/gemstone-crocodile-cuff-links-1?_pos=1&_psq=gemstone-crocodile&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/gemstone-hot-air-balloon-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=balloon&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/brown-bear-cufflinks-with-honey-pots?_pos=7&_sid=bbd05328e&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/argyle-crew-oar-sterling-silver-tie-bar?_pos=1&_psq=oar-tie-bar&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/gemstone-poker-chip-carousel-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=poker-chip&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/gemstone-beaded-bracelet-with-small-6mm-beads?variant=1143332536339


NH NJ

OK

NY ND

OH

NM

NC

Aviator Charm Necklace
Capture the intrepid spirit of the

home of the world's first flight. $195

Holiday Gifts Guide

Large Petrified Wood Pendant 
A rugged charm that mirrors the
rugged charm of the state.  $595

Bacon & Eggs  Cufflinks
The perfect pair for the diner

capital of the world. $495

Koi Turquoise 7mm Bangle
A stunning  bangle starring the
state's favorite gemstone. $995

Bull & Bear Cufflinks
Designed for those navigating

the concrete jungle. $495

Rodeo Cufflinks
A pair of bucking broncos for
the Rough Rider state. $495

Brushed Baseball Cufflinks
A  fan-favorite style for the

birthplace of pro baseball. $395

Rivet Dinosaur Cufflinks

A tribute to the state's surprising

amount of prehistory. $450  

Snake River Earrings
One -of-a-kind earrings named after the

pines along the gorgeous trail. $7500

Bring home to them with our state-inspired gift curation.
Click or tap image to shop. 

Home for the
Holidays

OR

https://www.janleslie.com/products/large-petrified-wood-fossil-one-of-a-kind-arrow-pendant-sterling-silver-necklace?_pos=2&_psq=petr&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/bacon-and-eggs-925-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=bacon-eggs&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/antelope-canyon-18k-gold-one-of-a-kind-earrings?_pos=1&_psq=antelope-canyon&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/bull-bear-cuff-links?_pos=2&_psq=bull&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/rodeo-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=rodeo&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/silver-baseball-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=brushed-ba&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/moving-t-rex-dinosaur-cuff-links?_pos=1&_psq=rivet-din&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/aviator-bear-charm-pendant?_pos=1&_psq=avia&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/snake-river-18k-gold-one-of-a-kind-earrings?_pos=3&_psq=sna&_ss=e&_v=1.0


PA RI

VT

SD TX

UT

SC

TN

Painted Horse Charm Pendant
Classic country style with a playful
twist.  Dolly would approve, $189

Holiday Gifts Guide

Brown Leather Magnetic Bracelet 
Rich chocolate brown for the

chocolate capital of the USA. $125

Lapis Anchor Cufflinks
Gemstone anchors made to be
worn in the ocean state. $450

Skull & Crossbones Lapel Pin
A  playful nod to the state's history

as a pirate hot spot. $195

Rose Quartz Diamond Earrings
Stunning earrings made with the

official state mineral. $495

Longhorn Cufflinks
Classic cowboy style you don't

want to mess with. $395

Zion Canyon Earrings
One-of-a-kind stones evoke the
red cliffs of Zion Canyon. $7250

Rainbow Flying Pig Cufflinks

Quirky, free-thinking, and fun

like the state itself. $595 

American Flag Cufflinks
Patriotic style for the birthplace

of the nation. $450

Bring home to them with our state-inspired gift curation.
Click or tap image to shop. 

Home for the
Holidays

VA

https://www.janleslie.com/products/brown-braided-leather-magnetic-bracelet?_pos=1&_psq=leather-magnetic-brown&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/nautical-anchor-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=ancho&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/skull-and-crossbones-sterling-silver-lapel-pin?_pos=8&_sid=6c573a38b&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/koi-cascade-rose-quartz-and-diamond-925-sterling-silver-earring-with-rose-gold-vermeil?_pos=1&_psq=rose-w&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/texas-longhorn-cuff-links?_pos=2&_psq=long&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/american-flag-sterling-silver-lapel-pin?_pos=1&_sid=9192677e8&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/when-pigs-fly-rainbow-enamel-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=rainbow-pig&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/hand-painted-enamel-wild-horse-charm-925-sterling-silver-pendant?_pos=1&_psq=charm-horse&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/american-flag-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=american-fla&_ss=e&_v=1.0


WA

Holiday Gifts Guide

Small Petrified Wood Pendant 
Celebrate the natural beauty of

the Pacific Northwest, $795

Heaven Earrings
Almost heaven, West

Virginia... $4000

Pretzel & Beer Cufflinks
In honor of Milwaukee, also
known as "Brew City". $450

Pyritized Ammonite Cufflinks
For a state packed full of fossils

including ammonite. $995

Bring home to them with our state-inspired gift curation.
Click or tap image to shop. 

Home for the
Holidays

WY

WIWV

https://www.janleslie.com/products/small-petrified-wood-fossil-one-of-a-kind-arrow-pendant-sterling-silver-necklace?_pos=1&_psq=petrified-wood&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/faceted-round-labradorite-sterling-silver-cufflinks?_pos=6&_sid=5fe56dd3e&_ss=r
https://www.janleslie.com/products/sterling-silver-pretzel-and-beer-mug-cufflinks?_pos=1&_psq=pretz&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/sterling-silver-ammonite-cufflink?_pos=1&_psq=ammoni&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.janleslie.com/products/st-moritz-18k-gold-one-of-a-kind-earrings?_pos=1&_psq=heave&_ss=e&_v=1.0

